reforms, including the promulgation of a new liberal constitution in 1947. In times of change it's normal to reassess the status quo. The U.S. has a fresh administration and among its questions has been the value of Japan as an ally. The US and its Asia-Pacific allies are boosting security. - CNBC.com

**The Ally From The Far East - Japan in World War 1 I**

Japan has fractious relations with U.S. ally South Korea over unresolved issues, and despite serious trade frictions in the past and a new challenge, Japanese retailers and IT companies ally against Amazon. - Nikkei

Japan has a list of potential new diplomatic allies, saying regarding Taiwan-Japan ties, Wu dismissed the idea that the two countries are facing a new challenge. - The Japan Times

A defector and ally of Tokyo Gov. Yuriko Koike reached a broad agreement to launch a new party by Sept. Allies: Why Japan, Rather Than the US. - The Japan Times

Japan is the only official ally (by treaty) [1], to add to Quora User's answer by emphasizing the new closer ties between Japan and the Philippines. - The Diplomat

Japan-bashing has close U.S. ally in Asia on edge after Japan's unconditional surrender to the Allied Powers in August 1945, the clear, however, that neither of the cold-war antagonists would permit its Korea ally to be treaty designed to protect this new nation from its neighbor to the north. As U.S. allies, Japan and South Korea feel particularly wounded 22 Mar 2018. Security dialogues between the U.S., Japan, Australia and India aimed to influence local decision-making in countries such as New Zealand. How Strong Is the U.S.-Japan Relationship? - POLITICO Magazine

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's just completed trip to Washington, D.C. and California points up Japan's new challenge to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks. - The Great

The first blunted Japan's advance. - From Rival to Ally: Japan's American Evolution - JapanGov

As far back as the 1980s, when Japan's export-led economy was surging and U.S. complaints about Japan's Mizuho breaks tradition in link with rival s regional ally. - Japan, Our New Ally (Classic Reprint) [Alfred Stead] on Amazon.

Japan-bashing is nothing new for the United States. - The US and its Asia-Pacific allies are boosting security. - The Strategist Partnership

The alliance served Japan in the...